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Accessing and querying geographical data in a uniform way has
become easier in recent years. Emerging standards like WFS turn
the web into a geospatial web services enabled place. Mediation
architectures like VirGIS overcome syntactical and semantical het-
erogeneity between several distributed sources. On mobile devices,
however, this kind of solution is not suitable, due to limitations,
mostly regarding bandwidth, computation power, and available stor-
age space. The aim of this paper is to present a solution for pro-
viding powerful reasoning mechanisms accessible from mobile ap-
plications and involving data from several heterogeneous sources.
By adapting contents to time and location, mobile web informa-
tion systems can not only increase the value and suitability of the
service itself, but can substantially reduce the amount of data de-
livered to users. Because many problems pertain to infrastructures
and transportation in general and to way finding in particular, one
cornerstone of the architecture is higher level reasoning on graph
networks with the Multi-Paradigm Location Language MPLL. A
mediation architecture is used as a “graph provider” in order to
transfer the load of computation to the best suited component –
graph construction and transformation for example being heavy on
resources. Reasoning in general can be conducted either near the
“source” or near the end user, depending on the specific use case.
The concepts underlying the proposal described in this paper are
illustrated by a typical and concrete scenario for web applications.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2.2 [Discrete Mathematics]: Graph Theory—Network problems,
Path problems; H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—Dis-
tributed databases, Query processing; I.2.3 [Artificial Intelligence]:
Deduction and Theorem Proving—Deduction, Resolution
General Terms
Graph networks, Database integration
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays querying a single geographic data source from a mobile
device is easily possible and most GIS’ proprietary solutions fa-
cilitate these mobile functionalities [12, 13]. With widespread use
of commercial or open sources GIS, the amount of available spa-
tial data has grown substantially. Although many of the sources
for geospatial data are accessible via the web, due to the multitude
of proprietary standards, formats and protocols, standardised and
uniform access is the exception. So, interoperability has been and
still is a great GIS challenge, not only on traditional workstations,
but especially on mobile devices such as cellular phones or PDAs.
There is a demand for new technologies allowing the exploitation
of heterogeneous and distributed sources in general and in particu-
lar on mobile devices.
1.1 Common integration approaches
Warehousing and mediation are two common approaches used for
database integration. The first approach is based on data rewrit-
ing, while the second concentrates on query rewriting. Both come
with their own inherent advantages and drawbacks. The warehous-
ing architecture is not equally suitable on all computing platforms,
especially on mobile ones, as it requires a large amount of local
data storage. Furthermore, it also requires real time updates of
data which is costly due to bandwidth limitations. The combina-
tion of low bandwidth and insufficient network coverage and reli-
ability hampers the transfer of large amounts of data. Mediation
engines are based on query rewriting. The mapping of the global
schema to the local sources is an important step; the specification of
these correspondences will determine the difficulty of query rewrit-
ing and adding/removing sources to/from the system. Using Global
As View [26, 28], relationships on global schema are considered as
“views” on the local ones. Adding or removing a source forces to
completely revise the global schema, but query rewriting leads to
simple rule unfolding (as classical views’ execution in databases).
With Local As View [15, 19, 20], all relationships on local sources
are defined as views on the global schema. The complexity of query
rewriting is increasing, but adding and removing sources is easier,
as the global schema is set only once.
Most of the time, the user only wants to state a simple question, and
then refine the result, by adding some more filters. For this purpose,
mediation is the best choice, as map consultation is a read only pro-
cess for most users. The various integration techniques used in [6]
helped in building such a geospatial web service; our solution for
building a web based mediator using WFS [23] partially solved
the syntactical and semantical problem of integration. This article
describes specific problems which arise from the mobile context.
On mobile devices, an efficient solution is to use lightweight data
structures and few network communications. It is not possible to
use GML and it’s strong encoding directly, as the equivalent of a
small XML-DBMS needs to be embedded. Reasoning at a high
level is part of the solution we propose. Advanced reasoning capa-
bilities on spatial concepts are needed on embedded GIS systems,
and we use the Multi-Paradigm Location Language MPLL [2, 7] as
the core of the reasoning system, in order to produce valid destina-
tions and optimised routes.
1.2 The Semantic Web
The Semantic Web is an endeavour aiming at enhancing Web data
with meta-data and data processing, as well as processing methods
specifying the “meaning” of such data and allowing Web-based
systems to take advantage of “intelligent” capabilities. In a Sci-
entific American article [3] which has diffused the Semantic Web
vision, this endeavour is described as follows:
“The Semantic Web will bring structure to the mean-
ingful content of Web pages, creating an environment
where software agents roaming from page to page can
readily carry out sophisticated tasks for users.”
Reasoning is central to the Semantic Web vision since reasoning
is central to processing declarative data and specifying intelligent
forms of data processing. In the above-mentioned article, this cen-
tral role of reasoning for realizing the Semantic Web vision is stres-
sed as follows:
“For the semantic web to function, computers must
have access to [. . . ] sets of inference rules that they can
use to conduct automated reasoning.” [3]
Inference rules operate on facts and axioms. Axioms specify in
an abstract way a model of the world. For example, the axiom
∀x motorway(x) ⇒ road(x) says something about the relation be-
tween the words ‘motorway’ and ‘road’. The most detailed axioma-
tisations which are currently being used for the semantic web are
ontologies. They are formulated in logical formalisms like Descrip-
tion Logics [1] or OWL [31] and describe more or less complex re-
lationships between different notions (concepts and relations) used
in particular domains. Pure logical formalisms have a somewhat
one-track style of expressiveness, so logical axiomatisations often
give only a very coarse picture of the world. A web service, for
example, which computes the shortest way to get from Munich to
Hamburg needs a much more detailed picture of the world, namely
digital road maps, than any pure logical axiomatisation is able to
provide.
To complement standard, general purpose, logic-based data mod-
elling and reasoning methods, as e.g. offered by RDF and OWL
and reasoners for these languages, geospatial reasoning with topo-
graphical data is best tackled using graphs for data modelling and
well-established graph algorithms for handling inference – the pur-
pose of MPLL.
Completely general reasoning techniques must, by their very na-
ture, be weakly committed to any particular class of problem and
are thus unable to take advantage of any particular properties of that
class. We therefore claim not only that the class of geospatial rea-
soning problems requires equally specific reasoning methods but
that logic-based, general-purpose methods could never properly, in-
tuitively, and efficiently realize what is best achieved using graphs
and graph algorithms.
It has been claimed by Bry and Marchiori [8] that, on the Seman-
tic Web, “theory reasoning” is a desirable complement to “standard
reasoning”. This articles substantiates this claim with respect to
evidence from the practical case of geospatial reasoning for geo-
graphical guidance.
The paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes a concrete
scenario which illustrates the shortcomings of the VirGIS media-
tion architecture and the improvements that are needed. Section
3 details the theoretical developments and components of the rea-
soning platform particularly adapted to mobile devices. Section 4
presents one of the possible solutions found for our application sce-
nario. Finally, we conclude and open new perspectives of work in
section 5.
2. APPLICATION SCENARIO
A person is on vacation in some foreign city on a Sunday afternoon.
For some reason the person needs a certain medication rather ur-
gently, therefore a handheld device with wireless access to the Web
is used to send a query similar to the following: “Where is the near-
est pharmacy with medication xyz in stock?”. A map illustrating
this scenario is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Where is the nearest pharmacy?
In this case, the term nearest pharmacy does not pertain to metric
distances, but to a routing problem depending partly on user prefer-
ences and other constraints, such as mode of transportation is “on
foot”, special qualities of the pharmacy are “currently open” and
“selling medication in question”, etc. Producing the correct an-
swer with common “human” reasoning capabilities (and the usual
aids like a map or directions) is rather straightforward, doing the
same using automated reasoning requires higher level reasoning
techniques.
The topology of the surrounding area and the resulting semantics is
a key factor. In this case the semantic meaning of the map is that
crossing the river is only possible at certain points where there is
a bridge (or an underpass). The same applies to a number of other
features, such as railway lines or highways [18] – depending on
the mode of transportation. Symbolic aspects, such as the borders
of countries or districts for example, can have similar influence,
although physical counterparts need not exist.
Simple, or naive, solutions already exist for this problem, for exam-
ple as shown in [22], where the user can specify some preferences
for filtering the answer. The results are given ordered according
to the linear distance from current user position. The nearby ser-
vices presented as additional informations on the maps are “pre-
computed”, as users can only choose within a given set : {hotels,
restaurants, tourist attractions, car parks}. We can
then suppose that there is a specific optimisation while accessing
the database, using clusters or indexes. Achieving this would not
be efficient if the set of services would be much larger, as numerous
optimisations like indexes also add overhead to the database system
as a whole, and so should be used sensibly.
2.1 Sketching a concrete Use Case
Input of the query is done (depending on device capabilities) for
example via speech recognition or keyboard input, in form of nat-
ural language. After a short while the device displays one or more
choices of destinations, i.e. pharmacies with suitable opening hours
which have the requested item in stock. In addition, the specifici-
ties of the respective routes are displayed according to a person-
alised ranking system. Routes are for example ordered by travel
times, cost or other factors. The user either accepts the suggested
“best” route or chooses one of the alternatives by hand. If no route
is deemed suitable by the user (or the routing system), user prefer-
ences or search criteria could be readjusted. While following the
route, navigation instructions are given step by step as natural lan-
guage, optionally aided by a graphical map, until the destination is
reached.
2.2 Typical solution with real or virtual GIS
In the following, we call “real GIS” solutions like [11], and “vir-
tual GIS” mediation based systems, where data is not stored per-
manently, but accessed at query-time [6]. With a single (real or
virtual) GIS we can only write a query taking into account the pa-
rameters. In Fig. 1, we suppose that the user position is represented
by the black circle, and pharmacies by the points with number 1
and 2. Let U(xu,yu) user’s Cartesian coordinates, P1(xp1,yp1),
P2(xp2,yp2) the coordinates of pharmacies 1 and 2 respectively,
and distance : (pt1, pt2) → d the function computing distance be-
tween two points. If the user asks for the nearest pharmacy, a pos-
sible execution would be first the calculus of d1 = distance(U,P1)
and d2 = distance(U,P2). Then as d1 is shorter than d2, we obtain
by comparison the correct result: pharmacy 1. Using the VirGIS
platform, this can be expressed by the query shown in Fig. 2, using
a dedicated language for GML [5]. The answer would be pharmacy
1. Or, a single look at the map shows that nearest pharmacy is not
let $x:=current pos
for $y in document(‘‘pharmacies’’)//pharmacy
where distance($x,$y) <= min((list))
return $y/adress;
where (list) is a list computed by expression:
for $z in document(‘‘pharmacies’’)//pharmacy
return distance($x,$z);
Figure 2: Typical geographic query
number one but two, located on the same river side. The correct
solution is shown as the solid line, not the dotted one.
2.3 Proposed Solution
Experience [14] shows that developing a tool for mobile GIS access
is not a trivial task. The limited capabilities of both the network and
the device have to be taken into account, as well as the fact that the
input of complex queries is often not possible. Further problems
have already been detailed in section 1.
As classic reasoning is not sufficient, we propose an architecture
based on reasoning techniques at a higher level. Based mainly
on MPLL, wrappers for graphs structures and VirGIS, this system
also adds a degree of supplementary refinement to solve geospa-
tial problems using context information. This “context” includes
among other things the current position, user’s preferences, and de-
vice capabilities. Subsequently, not only Euclidean distances (e.g.
[21]) can be calculated, but specific limitations can be taken into
account: a pedestrian can’t walk along the highway, cars cannot
pass through pedestrian zones, etc. The MPLL reasoning language
is coupled with the VirGIS system in the case where graphs ex-
tracted from heterogeneous and distributed data sources are nec-
essary. MPLL is not designed to solve such integration problems,
which falls into the domain of VirGIS. Mediation aids in group-
ing sources, from which the corresponding graph structures are ex-
tracted. MPLL sees the VirGIS engine as a provider of geospatial
entities, corresponding to the ones described in the GeoOntology.
Details on each architecture layer can be found in the following
section.
3. GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE
From top to bottom, the model can be divided into three parts, as
shown in Fig. 3: the user interface (a complete GUI or a simple
input form), the reasoning engine, and local heterogeneous sources
seen as a unique database through VirGIS. The Graph Wrapper can
be considered part of the MPLL functionality, the Context informa-
tion is just another source of (mostly non-geospatial) information
pertaining to the reasoning layer.
The access to geospatial data source by MPLL is done either through
VirGIS or directly, depending on the data provider, formats and
other factors. Essentially, the graph representations needed by MPLL
are generated between the data sources and the reasoning layer.
That also means that MPLL is not depending for example on Vir-
GIS to provide the correct data format, although the ability of Vir-
GIS to substantially reduce data sent to MPLL by generating the
graph representations near the source is a substantial advantage.
The output format could be GXL or GraphML if the transforma-
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Figure 3: Layers of the system
Reasoning is then done on the MPLL internal data structures which
are built by parsing the graph data either generated by MPLL or
input directly from VirGIS. The internal representation is of sec-
ondary importance for the inter-working components but can be
considered close to the graph sources. Theoretically, MPLL can
itself act as an intermediate layer, if another instance of MPLL sent
a query for some graph structure only – this might be necessary in
cases where a number of different networks have to be processed
by different instances of MPLL, whereas one instance is responsi-
ble for combining results and/or higher level reasoning.
Results are then presented (on an intermediate level, not necessar-
ily meaning textual or graphical presentation at this point) in form
of a plan language. The rough idea behind this language is the
ability to have a high level description of a plan (i.e. also a route
to follow) which can be interpreted by different devices depending
on their specific abilities. A mobile phone for example might rely
on audio capabilities only (e.g. using Voxx [2] for spoken or writ-
ten output), while a device with a bigger screen might additionally
display graphical elements or even complete maps. Another im-
portant advantage is the possibility to use parts of the result, i.e.
parts of a plan, to send queries for more detailed information. If a
travel plan includes the way to the airport in the user’s hometown
for example, there is rarely a need for very detailed route planning
– the user probably has been to the airport many times already. The
same section of a plan covering the local transport from the desti-
nation airport to, say, a conference venue, very probably has to be
much more detailed, it might be the user’s first visit. If the plan is
presented as a combination of a number of segments (e.g. home –
airport – flight – airport – hotel), then certain segments could be
re-queried for more detail, while others are left to be higher level
descriptions.
3.1 MPLL
Reasoning on locations normally operates at a numerical level (e.g.
coordinates) or at a symbolic level (e.g. graphs). Extensive re-
search has been conducted in either case [10], hence there is a
broad choice of proven sets of calculi and algorithms to solve the
respective tasks. As stated in section 2, whenever possible, reason-
ing should be conducted on higher level data, which is usually less
heavy on the device’s resources. The fundamental insight is that
many queries pertaining to location information are closely related
to the problem of route planning and way finding, which reduces
the problem domain considerably. There are two reasons for this.
First, whenever a certain location is sought after, chances are, that
the inquirer intends to visit the location. Cases like these result in
classic route planning tasks. Second, when people refer to the “dis-
tance” between two locations in the sense of locomotion, nearly
never are they talking about distances per se (metres, kilometres)
but the time needed to overcome these distances (“a ten minute
walk” or “half an hour by train”). In fact, in many scenarios the
exact distance between two points has a rather subordinate mean-
ing from a traveller’s viewpoint, especially in urban environments.
MPLL (Maple) aims for producing a set of reasoning techniques
and for providing a framework for Semantic Web applications. This
framework will include suitable data types and ontologies for pro-
cessing and presenting location data.
From GML to Graphs
Routing and way finding usually involves algorithms which oper-
ate on graph structures representing the real world. Data about real
world entities come in different flavours. To be more precise, the
great variety of (proprietary) standards for GIS data, deriving from
the specificity of the respective systems (one GIS is optimised for
cadastral applications, another for surveying, a third one for con-
struction, etc.) has been a substantial problem in data integration.
The Geography Markup Language (GML) [24] provides a uni-
fied format to facilitate data interchange between different systems.
MPLL provides input mechanisms for GML, while other formats
can be supported by just providing a customised import filter.
Internally however, the form of data structures used follows their
purpose, or rather the purpose of the reasoning processes operat-
ing on the data. In the case of MPLL these processes are mainly
graph (generic search, shortest paths, and related) algorithms. The
preferred data structure for these tasks is a graph structure repre-
senting the real world network structures. A simple example is a
network of streets which are connected to each other at junctions.
A user can move along this network by travelling via streets and
changing directions at junctions – in the graph analogue this would
be traversing along edges and changing directions at nodes.
To generate graph structures from GML (or other formats) we there-
fore need mechanisms to achieve this in an automated fashion. Sev-
eral issues arise in this process:
Unified Representation of Graphs. The structures at the different
levels of the hierarchy are all graphs. Therefore there should be a
unified representation of these graphs. The graphs need, however,
be represented in different forms.
• We need a persistent representation of graphs which can be
stored in files or databases.
• We need an in-memory representation of the graphs with
a well defined application programming interface, probably
similar to the DOM structures of XML data.
• We also need geometric representations of the graphs which
can be used to display the graphs on the screen. As long
as the nodes of the graph have coordinates, this is not a big
problem. Graphs at the symbolic level of the hierarchy usu-
ally don’t have coordinates. Fortunately there are well devel-
oped graph layout algorithms which we can use here.
Since graphs at different levels of the hierarchy can represent the
same objects, road crossings, for example, it is very important to
maintain the links between the same objects in the different graphs.
These links enable algorithms to choose the level of detail they need
for doing their computations.
It must also be possible to use the transition links between different
graphs of the same level to join several graphs into one graph. For
example, a route planner for somebody without a car may need a
combined graph of all public transport systems.
As mentioned above, it should be possible to add extra information
to the graphs, which is not derivable from graphs at the lower levels.
In order to do this, we need to develop an editor for the graphs.
‘Geospatial’ Ontology. We need to develop an ontology of in-
teresting structures which can occur within graphs (road crossings,
roundabouts, floors, train stations etc.). Such an ontology would be
the anchor point for various auxiliary structures and algorithms, in
particular:
• patterns which allow one to identify the structure in a graph,
a roundabout, for example;
• transformation algorithms which simplify the structures to
generate the nodes and edges in the graphs at the higher lev-
els of the hierarchy;
• transformation algorithms which generate a graphical or ver-
bal representation of the structures on the screen.
The ontology will also be used to annotate the structures in the
graphs.
Ontology of Graph Types. The graphs at the different levels of
the hierarchy provide the data for solving different kinds of prob-
lem. We need to classify the graph types, such that it is possible to
choose the right graph for a given problem. Examples for this (e.g.
“driver level” vs. “planning level”) can be found in [30].
Geospatial data is available in many different formats which con-
tain information of different levels of detail, coarseness and general
structure. Just as there is no single ideal format or structure, there
also doesn’t exist an ideal level of detail. Each type of application
might require a certain level of complexity and/or resolution of de-
tail, the two of which in general are complementary. Complex ob-
jects or features are used in order to hide their inherent complexity
and to simplify their handling. These complex objects are com-
posed of simple (or simpler, if there exist multiple different levels)
features, which in turn contain information of higher detail. On a
larger scale therefore, complex objects facilitate efficient handling
and serve on an overview level. Whenever the application oper-
ates on a comparably large scale, processing is not hampered by a
huge amount of highly detailed, smaller scale information - which
is at this point most likely not even of any use. Rendering a cadas-
tral map of a town which shows streets, property boundaries, and
positions of buildings is normally not reliant on sub-centimetre res-
olution. Moving to a smaller scale environment, however, reveals
the importance of higher detail. Whatever superfluous information
could be disregarded before might be essential for smaller scale
processing. Same cadastral data, when processed for example for
taxation purposes, better be highly accurate.
The following sections discuss representations of the same object.
Adhering to the underlying problem domain we take a closer look
at an intersection of streets which is modelled at three different lev-














Figure 4: High detail
Fig. 4 shows a richly detailed representation of an intersection of
two streets, including an underpass (dashed lines), street segments
(numbered nodes), and pedestrian pathways (alphabetised nodes).
Even some road furniture – in this case signs which constrain the
direction of traffic flow – is implicitly given by the directed edges
between the nodes. For example getting from node 1 to node 7
is achieved by traversing the nodes 2,3,4,5,6 in between, whereas
from nodes 9 or 10 there exists no feasible traversal to node 7 within
the limits of this particular section of the graph. Similar rules can
be deduced for the pedestrian network.
An intermediate, simplified version of this crossing is shown in Fig.
5. It contains enough information at the planning level for standard
navigation purposes.
N
Figure 5: Medium detail
Finally, one can collapse the whole road crossing into a single node
of the road network as seen in Fig. 6. This is sufficient for path
planning on a larger scale.
N
Figure 6: Low detail
The definition of these different levels is depending highly on the
specific purpose. A conceptual model proposed for routing pur-
poses of car traffic on a highway network [29] consists of three
different levels: planning, instruction and driving. In this model,
some operations on one level can be broken down into correspond-
ing operations at a lower level. Thus, the instruction “take exit
510a” corresponds to a series of driving operations similar to “chan-
ge to the right lane, slow down to 25 MPH, take exit lane at exit
510a”. Note that lower-level operations do not necessarily need
to have a higher-level counterpart, as for example the driving in-
structions “slow down” or “accelerate” cannot be found on the
planning level. In this specific conceptual model, this constraint,
due to the inherent top-down approach, can be properly handled.
Other models could favour a bottom-up or other approach.
Ontology of Means of Transportation. A graph in general rep-
resents only routes, i.e. the roads of a road network or the tracks
of a railway network. Because of their importance for the routing
process, a lot of additional information is needed, though. Char-
acteristics of a connection, such as speed limits, number of lanes,
etc. are equally important as train schedules or travel times. Many
other attributes not only pertaining to the network characteristics
(e.g. signage, traffic laws and regulations, road capacities, etc.) but
also to other elements, such as vehicles and their characteristics
have to be taken into account.
Therefore we need to develop an ontology for all kinds of objects
which are connected with the graphs. Section 3.2 describes work
in progress dealing with the expansion and further development of
an existing ontology.
Context Modelling. In the introductory examples we showed that
queries which require ‘locational reasoning’ need to take into ac-
count the context of the user. We must therefore develop a formal
model of the context. The context can, for example, be the current
situation of a human user: whether he has a car or not, whether he
has luggage or not, his age and sex, and many other factors.
Customised Graph Construction. As we have seen in the intro-
duction, many ‘locational reasoning’ problems require the solution
of shortest path problems in a graph. The concrete graph which
is relevant for the given problem, may, however, not be one of the
graphs which are permanently available. It may be a combination
of subgraphs from different graphs, and the combination may be
determined by the context of the problem. Therefore we need to
develop mechanisms for determining and constructing for a given
problem the right combination of subgraphs as the input to the rel-
evant problem solving algorithm.
Aiding in graph construction and also in solving the problem of
level of detail would be mechanisms, which transform underlying
data to whatever level of detail is needed for a certain task. Depend-
ing on the underlying model, either or both automated generation
of more detail and less detail than the original data provide is de-
sirable. Whenever necessary, the level of detail could be stated in
conjunction with a query and subsequent queries should be possible
with either the same or increased/decreased level of detail. While
increasing the coarseness of data seems like a feasible, albeit non-
trivial, task, the reverse process seems far less intuitive.
Stell and Worboys [27] propose generalisation of graph like struc-
tures by defining selection and amalgamation as two different kinds
of operations which are combined in a so called simplification. Par-
tially based on or influenced by work of Puppo and Dettori [25] and
Bertolotto [4] they apply their concepts on examples of railway net-
works in Britain. In this paper we try to incorporate different ideas
and concepts, including the ones mentioned above, into a more gen-
eral approach which is suitable for our specific problem domain of
routing and way finding.
The Main Problem Solvers. Finally we need to adapt or develop
the algorithms for solving the main problems. These range from
‘shortest path in a graph’ algorithms to logical calculi for reasoning
with symbolic information. Fortunately most of these algorithms
are well developed and can, hopefully, be taken off the shelf.
Graphs
Apart from classic examples based on road traffic as seen in Fig.
4, the very same principles can be applied under very different cir-
cumstances and even on a symbolic level.
(1)
(2)
Figure 7: Plain Floor Plan without and with Network Overlay
Indoor navigation of autonomous vehicles requires a detailed floor
plan, as shown in figure (1) of Fig. 7. In order to plan a way from,
say, the entrance of the building to a particular office, such a de-
tailed floor plan is not necessary. A simplified net plan, such as
shown in picture (2) of Fig. 7 is much more suitable for this pur-
pose. The simplified plan can be generated from the detailed floor
plan.
Finally, one can collapse the whole building to a single node in a
bigger city map. The node is sufficient for planning a path through
the city to this building. In a similar way, symbolic data can be
represented.
The left hand side of Fig. 8 shows the boundaries of two of the
German states, and some cities. The boundaries can be represented
as polygons, and these are again just graphs. In the right picture
the polygons are collapsed into single nodes of a graph. The rela-
tion ‘polygon A is contained in polygon B’ is turned into an NTTP
edge (Non Tangential Proper Part) of the new graph. The relation
‘polygon A touches polygon B’ is turned into an EC edge (Exter-
nally Connected) of the new graph. For more information on these
RCC8 relations see [9].
Sample Queries
Apart from the query underlying the main scenario presented in
section 2, we present a few examples which illustrate the different
application possibilities.
Example 1. Consider the query “give me all cities between Mu-
nich and Frankfurt”. What does between mean here? If we take a
map of Germany and draw a straight line from Munich to Frank-















Figure 8: Symbolic Data Representation
too simple) formalisation of between could be: in order to check
whether a city B is between the cities A and C, compute the short-
est route R1 from A to B, the shortest route R2 from B to C and
the shortest route R3 directly from A to C. If the extra distance
d = length(R1) + length(R2)− length(R3), I need to travel from
A to C via B, compared to the direct route from A to C, is smaller
than a certain predefined threshold value, B can be considered to
be located between A and B. Of course, the threshold value is of
discretionary nature. Also, solutions based on fuzzy values might
prove useful here. In any case, the distance d could be used to order
the answers to the query.
Example 2. Suppose a company looks for a building site for a
new factory. The site should be close to the motorway. “Close to”
does in this case of course not mean the geographic distance to the
motorway. It means the time it takes for a vehicle to get to the next
junction of the motorway. The length of the shortest path to the
next junction can be turned into a fuzzy value which, in turn can be
used to order the answers to the query.
We turned the relation close to(point, line) into a shortest path prob-
lem whose result is then turned into a fuzzy value as the result of
close to(point, line).
Example 3. Suppose the database contains a road map, together
with dynamic information about, say, traffic jams. The information
about traffic jams is usually not very precise. It could be something
like “there is a traffic jam on the M25 2 miles long between junction
8 and junction 10”.
If the M25 is taken as a straight line then the traffic jam is a one-
dimensional interval whose location is not exactly determined. In-
stead, we have some constraints: length = 2 miles, start after coor-
dinate of junction 8, and end before coordinate of junction 10.
So queries like “is there a traffic jam on the western part of the
M25” give rise to a constraint-solving problem.
3.2 GeoOntology - OTN
As already mentioned in section 3.1 a transport network oriented
ontology is needed. MPLL uses this ontology for different aspects
of the reasoning process, such as deciding what networks to use,
how to handle constraints and preferences (the user is travelling
with a child and baby carriage or is unwilling to take a plane), and
most importantly, how to calculate and rank different routes.
As modelling transport networks is not a radically new idea, the
Transport Network Ontology (OTN) is based on prior work in this
area. The ideas and principles underlying the Geographic Data File
format (GDF) [17] serves as the basis for OTN. For a comprehen-
sive introduction to GDF and technical issues between GDF and
OTN see [16].
GDF was primarily designed to facilitate an accurate modelling of
street networks with some extensions to waterways (in the sense
of an extension to the street network). Since OTN shall not be
restricted to road traffic, other modes of transportation had to be
represented with the main focus on seamless integration of differ-
ent specificities. The already comprehensive coverage of road net-
works is expanded with public transport networks, such as buses,
trains and air planes.
The complete description of the current state of development of the
ontology is beyond the scope of this paper, nevertheless the authors
want to give one example for a necessary and useful extension in
the sense of interaction between MPLL and the ontology. The fol-
lowing paragraph deals with an aspect of transport networks, which
has previously not been covered by GDF, time tables and schedules
for public transport systems. Other desirable extensions are for ex-
ample modelling the use and pricing of taxicabs, different pricing
schemes for public transport systems, dynamics of traffic flow in-
cluding congestions, and many other aspects.
Time Tables – One of the most important extensions in OTN is the
modelling of time tables, which contain the operative schedule of
public transport, such as ferries, trains, etc. While GDF only allows
for specifying the hours of operation (from - until), this part has
been substantially extended for OTN to cater for the requirements
of routing tasks. As the following example shows, all necessary
details defining a connection can be represented.
Each connection, such as a ferry connection or a railway segment
between two stations can own a timetable, which contains at least
one Timetable. Each one is valid within a certain validity Period,
i.e. during this time, the service is operational. From starting Date
on, for a period of time duration the service operates every loop
Time. The starting node is denoted by a reference in starts at,
the duration of travel is defined in travel Time. Optionally, wait-
ing Time specifies the idle period before departure, for example
for boarding or disembarking a ferry.
The following timetable defines a service operating hourly from
6:30 to 18:30, from node A to node B, which has a travel time of 30













3.3 Wrappers and Local sources




• secondary data (landmarks, addresses, etc.)
Adaptation of the data is necessary, since we need graphs struc-
tures for working with MPLL (examples are given in section 4).
Whatever the underlying data source may be, we need to translate
the communication format into a MPLL compatible one. Ideally,
graphs precomputed or generated on the fly for specific purposes.
The necessary attributes are different regarding different network
structures, i.e. different attributes are needed for pedestrian net-
works as opposed to car networks or railway networks. Although,
inherently similar networks have similar attributes, e.g. the sched-
ules of buses, trams, subways, and regional trains. The graph wrap-
per takes a query from MPLL, and sends the corresponding one to
the mediation engine. Then he takes back the answer and sends it
to the reasoning layer level. We avoid efficiency problem, as the
translation step is located on the server side. If directly accessing a
known database, we simply get the data, and then MPLL can work
with it. Using VirGIS helps in getting a specific geospatial entity
without having to deal with integration problem.
VirGIS is a geographic mediation system that provides an inte-
grated view of the data together with a spatial query language. Re-
sults are provided using GML format, and then easily translatable,
into graphs structure using XML suitable operators. MPLL works
on one or more graphs. Each graph represents a homo-genic net-
work structure with certain node and edge attributes which are nec-
essary for routing (e.g. travel times, distances, speeds, congestion
information, etc.). If more than one graph is needed, i.e. when-
ever different modes of transportation are combined, then there are
specially designated transition points which facilitate changing be-
tween different graphs (i.e. networks). These transition point have
special attributes and sometimes they represent a network them-
selves, for example the airport buildings, which are logically lo-
cated between travel by plane and the subsequent travel by taxi or
train.
As shown in Fig. 9, we use a mediation engine as the interme-
diate layer between the reasoning engine and the local sources.
When dealing with an entity hosted in a single source, the medi-
ator transmits queries and results. If the data is distributed over
several databases, the mediation procedures help in splitting the
global query received from the MPLL engine, and building an in-
tegrated response from local results. In practice, when using a mo-
bile device to solve the problem presented in section 2, we may
have to query both a single data source providing the pedestrian
streets graph, and two heterogeneous sources providing bridges.
If bridges are distributed as in Fig. 9, we face both with vertical
(district 1 is in GIS1 and GIS3) and horizontal (districts 1 to 6 cover
the whole town) integration. This would add an integration prob-
lem to the reasoning one. That’s why we choose to use VirGIS for
computing the bridges graph structure. Next section details the
different steps of the query execution when solving the “pharma-
cies problem”.
4. A SOLUTION FOR THE USE CASE
We detail below the example presented in Fig. 1. For this classic







GIS 2 : pedestrian streets
GIS 1 : bridges of districts 1,2,3
GIS 3 : bridges of districts 1,4,5,6
GIS 1
Figure 9: Accessing the local sources
• Starting position (by context and/or device)
• Goal position(s) – this can be explicit or implicit, i.e. there
might be a goal description which expresses certain qualities
the goal must fulfil (e.g. opening hours, service provided,
price, neighbourhood, etc. – there are countless possibilities)















Figure 10: Local WFS query extracting pedestrian streets
Once the criterias are set at the higher level, we obtain a set of rules
that are to be applied on graphs networks in relation with specific
needs for answering the query. These rules will then be translated
by the graph wrapper in order to query the right sources through
VirGIS and get back the graphs. In the main example, we would
need pedestrian streets and bridges covering districts 2 and 4. The
query in Fig. 10 extracts suitable streets from a single data source.
Both queries in Fig. 11 are executed on distinct sources and their
results are merged by the mediation engine to build a single graph,
transmitted to the reasoning layer.
Global schema used by the mediation engine is based on geospatial
entities described in the ontology, so we have no correspondence





















Local WFS query extracting bridges on GIS3
Figure 11: Fusion of data for building a single graph
5. CONCLUSIONS
One of the key features of the Semantic Web is that data on the
web can be interpreted with respect to their meaning, their seman-
tics. The meaning can be represented in various ways, as ontolo-
gies, as axioms in some logic, as rules in some rule language, and
even with special purpose procedures. We show that for a number
of problems the use of higher level reasoning mechanisms mainly
based on graphs and graph algorithms is a very efficient solution,
especially for mobile applications. The graph representations are
to be found on different levels with respect to different applica-
tions. At the bottom end of the hierarchy we have detailed maps of
the geographic entities (road maps, underground maps, floor plans
etc.) At the upper end we have purely symbolic representations of
concepts and relations. The correlation between the different lev-
els is achieved by “mappings” of the lower level graphs to nodes
or edges in the higher level graphs (road crossings, buildings, city
boundaries etc.) These “mappings” are a part of MPLL which still
needs to be fully specified and developed. The resulting descrip-
tion of a route, or more generally a plan, allows for rendering and
presentation on all kinds of different devices with very different ca-
pabilites. Coupling the reasoning capabilities of MPLL with the
VirGIS mediation engine is one of the key issues, which open new
perspectives for the integrated approach. While this paper reports
on work in progress, the broad possibilities for the concepts’ appli-
cations in concrete systems as well as the refinement of different
aspects in further research indicates its potential.
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